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(e,e’p) experiments on stable nuclei

NN  Correlations (depletion of the 
single-particle strength)

Single-particle strength: probability of 
nucleons to be found as independent 
particles in a mean field

The nature and strength of these correlations has been the topic of intense research effort





Short-Range vs Long-Range Correlations (SRC vs LRC)





How do we probe the (quenching of) 
single-particle strength?

through cross sections for removing/adding a nucleon 
from a given nucleus and ending up at a given final state
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Removal by:
• High-energy electron scattering
• Transfer reactions
• Hadronic quasi-free scattering
• One-nucleon removal reactions 

The depletion of single-particle strength is quantified as quenching of spectroscopic factors 
(SFs) with respect to the IPM limit.



…..

The depletion of single-particle strength is quantified as quenching of spectroscopic factors (SFs) with 
respect to the IPM limit.



Open questions:

• What are the individual contributions of LRC and 
SRC to the observed depletion (quenching) of 
single-particle strength? 

• What is the isospin dependence of these 
contributions, and how do they compete in very 
asymmetric nuclei? 
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Manifestation of tensor 
part of the NN interaction 
which favours the S=1, T=0 
(quasi-deuteron) channel

Results from JLab on 
Short-Range Correlations (SRC)



O. Hen et al., Science 346 (2014) 614

In asymmetric nuclei, the minority nucleons must be moving on average with
higher kinetic energies than the majority as they have to pair more often with
their partners in SRC pairs, i.e., they spent more time in the high momentum
part of the momentum density distribution.



The concept
Minority nucleons have on average much higher kinetic energy

This must be reflected 
in the SF of the minority 
nucleons (protons)

Discussions with Stefanos Paschalis and Augusto Macchiavelli



SRC: Quantitative information from JLAB

minority

The double ratio of the number of (e,e’p) high-momentum proton 
events to low-momentum proton events for a nucleus A relative to 
carbon 

M. Duer et al., Nature 560 (2018) 617



To study the consistency between SRC experimental results and SFs, we introduce a 
phenomenological model to estimate the total “missing strength” in terms of contributions 
from LRC and SRC components. 
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Missing strength

LRC

-Probability to find a nucleon in the pure single-particle configuration is R = K!"#

-In the absence of NN correlations R = K!"# = 1
-In the presence of correlations R < 1 (quenched)

We define R as the total single-particle quenching factor where the missing part of 
the single-particle strength is distributed to the correlation terms



PVC
a single particle near a doubly-magic core is removed 

from its shell by coupling to surface phonons

R can be estimated by the amplitude of the coupling term, which 
is proportional to the collectivity of the phonon and the radial 
form factor: 

The potential depth (V) for a proton is usually parametrized as: 

potential by Bohr & Mottelson



PC
effect of fragmentation due to pairing (vibration) correlations

The mixing amplitude is proportional to lowest order to the ratio of 
the pairing gap to a typical shell gap 

Pairing gap from

For doubly magic nuclei pairing vibrations will introduce 2p2h 
admixtures in the unperturbed 0p0h ground state configuration; we 
can make a simple estimate of β as ((7.55/A1/3)/(41/A1/3))2 ≈ 0.03 



SRC

JLAB, M. Duer et al.
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We parameterize the dependency of the SRC component with isospin



g≈22 % 
a≈10 % 

b≈3 %

Our results

Kramer, et al., NPA 679 (2001) 267; Lee, et al., PRC 73 (2006) 044608; Atar et al., PRL 120 (2018) 052501



Our results compared to the trend from knockout data of 
Tostevin, Gade PRC 103 (2021) 054610

(converting A,Z,N à Sn and Sp)

The origin of this strong dependence (i.e. 
whether it is indeed due to NN correlations 
or due to the reaction model) is an open 
question. 

Our results suggest that the theory of the reaction mechanism is 
playing a role in the strong measured ΔS dependency 



Figure adapted from the paper



DOM results –
very roughly placed on the plot

W. Dickhoff, private communication



Further experimental work needed

• Measure the quenching of SFs in stable nuclei with 
higher precision (using EM and hadronic probes)
• Study of (p,2p) reactions in very asymmetric nuclei
• Extend those studies to neutron removal reactions



SIS

HTC Single-particle structure of neutron-rich Ca isotopes: shell 
evolution along Z=20S467

Start: late on 20.02.2020

End: 26.02.2020, 08:00

Ion: 86Kr via FRS

Energy: 580 AMeV

Intensity: 2x109 pps

Pulse: 5-8 seconds, reduced microspill structure

We employed (p,2p) and (p,pn) quasi-free scattering reactions on
a proton target to study the ground state configuration of the Ca
isotopic chain (A=39-51). This measurement probes the
quenching of spectroscopic factors as a function of isospin
asymmetry (believed to originate from short-range correlations),
and helps establish the evolution of the shell structure at Z=20
with N=28,30 and towards N=32; in particular, we probe the
potential breaking of the Z=20 proton core as suggested by recent
measurements of anomalously large charge radii in 50,52Ca relative
to 48Ca.

Spokespersons

S. Paschalis (UYork)

M. Petri (UYork)

Sudden removal of nucleons from exotic Calcium 
isotopes reveals their internal structure

(copyright: R3B Collaboration)



S467: Single-particle structure of neutron-rich Ca 
isotopes: shell evolution along Z=20

R. Taniuchi, University of York, ongoing analysis

Both (p,2p) and (p,pn) reactions will be studied in several Ca isotopes 
covering a wide range of isospin asymmetry 



Summary (so far)

We proposed a phenomenological approach to examine the role of short-
and long-range NN correlations in the quenching of single-particle 
strength in atomic nuclei and their evolution in asymmetric nuclei and 
neutron matter. 

We showed that the recently observed increase of the high-momentum 
component of the protons in neutron-rich nuclei is consistent with the 
reduced proton spectroscopic factors. 

Our approach connected results on short-range correlations from high-
energy electron scattering experiments with the quenching of 
spectroscopic factors and addresses for the first time quantitatively this 
intriguing question in nuclear physics, in particular regarding its isospin 
dependence. 



How do the IPM particles get dressed by the SRC?

Quasi-deuteron

| ⟩𝑞𝑝 ~ 80%| ⟩𝑝 + 20%| ⟩ℎ ⨂| ⟩𝑞𝑑



Probing nucleon-nucleon correlations in atomic 
nuclei via (p,pd) QFS Reactions 

Experiment G-22-00091 (approved by the GSI PAC) 

M. Petri1, S. Paschalis1, A. O. Macchiavelli2
for the R3B Collaboration

1 Department of Physics, University of York, UK
2 Physics Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA



Our motivation
We follow the seminal discussions of Brueckner, 

“The evidence is that for relative distances less than roughly 10-13cm, nucleon pairs in 
nuclei are correlated in the same way as they are in the deuteron or in free scattering 
processes”

Manifestation of tensor part of the NN 
interaction which favours the S=1, T=0 
(quasi-deuteron) channel

Duer, Nature (2018); Cohen, PRL (2018); Hen, RMP (2017); Hen, Science (2014); Hen, PLB (2013); Korover, PRL (2014);  
Fomin, PRL (2012); Subedi, Science (2008); Piasetzky, PRL (2007); Egiyan, PRL (2006)

[from K.A. Brueckner, Proceedings of the Rutherford Jubilee Int. Conf. Manchester 1961, Ed. J.B.Birks, London, 1961]

which are supported also by Jefferson Lab data on SRC studies: 



Our assumption is that a “bare” nucleon
in the presence of the SRC components
of the NN interaction becomes “dressed”
in a quasi-deuteron cloud, about 20% of
the time (for N=Z nuclei) and this is
isospin dependent. In terms of the shell
model, we can interpret the effect with a
quasi-particle of the form:

| ⟩𝑞𝑝 ~ 80% | ⟩𝑝 + 20% | ⟩ℎ ⊗ | ⟩𝑞𝑑

Quasi-deuteron

Thus, our motivation is to quasi-elastically remove those deuterons to 
confirm this assumption and determine its isospin dependency. 

Our motivation



O. Hen et al., Science 346 (2014) 614 M. Duer et al., Nature 560 (2018) 617

Our phenomenological approach is consistent with
results from the dispersive optical model (DOM) that
gives a clear dependence with isospin, as well as with
AV18 GFMC results.
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The (p,pd) cross section increases for the neutron-rich 14-20C isotopes due to the minority
nucleons (protons in this case) participating more and more into the quasi-deuteron formation
as isospin increases.
In 10C we predict an increase in quasi-deuteron content in its ground-state wavefunction but
this time driven by the neutrons as the minority species.

By measuring the (p,pd) cross section at
large momentum transfer, along an
isotopic chain, we are sensitive to SRC part
of the wavefunction and to the suggested
isospin dependence of SRC.



(p,pd) QFS reactions 

q Quasi-elastically knocking out 
deuterons along the C isotopic chain to 
probe the number of quasi-deuterons 
in a nucleus and their isospin 
dependence

q Kinematically complete measurements 
at R3B using high purity beams from 
FRS at high energy (justifying the Quasi-
elastic assumption)

3 shifts for the 16C(p,pd) channel
3 shifts for the 14C(p,pd) channel
3 shifts for the 12C(p,pd) channel
3 shifts for the 10C(p,pd) channel
1 shift for an empty target run
1 shift for setup

Total: 14 shifts approved
(8h/shift)





S296 analysis, Valerii Panin



Strong Interest in Theory

“The nuclear wave function must include two-body short-range 
correlations (SRCs) with deuteron-like quantum numbers."



“The formation of clusters at sub-saturation densities, as a result of many-body 
correlations, constitutes an essential feature for a reliable modelization of the nuclear 
matter equation of state (EoS).”

Strong Interest in Theory



How do the single-particles get dressed in the 
nuclear medium?

“How do the single-particles get dressed in the nuclear medium?”



• A full understanding of nuclear SRCs and its isospin 
dependence is pivotal for studies of compact 
objects like neutron stars and of the nuclear 
equation of state. 

• This experiment puts forward a compelling and 
complementary approach for studying the isospin 
dependence of SRCs through (p,pd) quasi-free 
scattering reactions. 



Thank you !


